Introduction
Ribosomal biogenesis is an essential and tightly regulated process for making the cellular machinery required for protein synthesis during cell growth and proliferation. It involves a series of complicated steps including the synthesis and processing of rRNA, the assembly of rRNA with ribosomal proteins to form ribosomal subunits, and a series of further modifications before finally forming the mature ribosome. Perturbation of any key step in the ribosomal biogenesis process can trigger ribosomal stress and interfere with normal growth and development in
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Another nucleolar "Twister" of the p53-MDM2 loop Dorothy Lo and Hua Lu* Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology; Indiana University School of Medicine-Simon Cancer Center; Indianapolis, Indiana USA organisms. 1 Inhibiting rRNA synthesis with Actinomycin D 2-4 or 5-Fluoruracil, 5, 6 malfunction or inhibiting proteins involved in ribosomal biogenesis, such as dominant negative protein Bop1, 7 and nucleophosmin, 8 nutritional or metabolite deficiency including serum 9 or GTP depletion, 10 have been shown to inhibit ribosome assembly and trigger ribosomal stress. During ribosomal stress, free ribosomal proteins (RPs) that are normally assembled into ribosomal subunits and eventually into mature 40S and 60S ribosomes are released into the nucleoplasm. The release of these ribosome-free forms of RPs including RPL5, 11 RPL11, 12, 32 RPL23, 2, 3 and S7, 13, 14 can directly bind to MDM2, the negative regulator and E3 ubiquitin ligase of p53, and interfere with the p53-MDM2 regulation loop. As a result, p53, a normally unstable protein due to MDM2-mediated ubiquitylation and degradation, can be stabilized and activated to stimulate transcription of various genes that encode proteins responsible for cell cycle arrest or apoptosis in response to ribosomal stress. [15] [16] [17] Interestingly, the function of RPL26 appears to be different from other RPs in interfering in the p53-MDM2 interaction. Binding of RPL26 to the 5' untranslated region of p53 mRNA was shown to promote the translation of p53 protein rather than inhibiting p53 proteasomal degradation.
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MDM2 itself can promote the polyubiquitination and proteasomal degradation of RPL26, thus serving as an auto-regulatory mechanism to turn off p53 translation. 19 Furthermore, global inhibition of transcription by Flavopiridol and Actinomycin D leads to reduced levels of MDM2 and in the nucleolus and then released to the nucleoplasm. Similar to the ribosomal stress caused by the treatment of cells with Actinomycin D [2] [3] [4] or mycophenolic acid, 2, 10 nucleoplasmic RPs in response to NS knockdown might also find MDM2 to interact with and inhibit its activity, leading to p53 activation. Indeed, this was the case, as depletion of NS by siRNA induced the interaction of RPL5 and RPL11 with MDM2. 23 Consistent with this, knockdown of either RPL5 or RPL11 reversed, at least partially, p53-dependent cell growth arrest caused by depletion of NS. 23 Of note, TP53 knockout could not completely rescue the embryonic lethality caused by deleting the ns gene, suggesting that NS possesses additional p53-independent functions, 28 which might be essential for cell proliferation and embryogenesis as described below.
The role of NS in ribosomal biogenesis. Part or major part of the p53-independent functions of NS must be associated with its nucleolar residency. While little is known about the exact physiological role of NS, examining the molecular function of cGTPases bearing structural similarities to NS could provide some insight into the possible function of this nucleolar protein in ribosomal biogenesis. NS displays some protein features in its amino acid sequence similar to the YawG sub-family of cGTPases, which are characterized by its permutated order of GTP binding motifs G4-G5-G1-G2-G3, instead of the order of G1-G2-G3-G4-G5 as observed in conventional GTPases, such as the wellknown Ras-like family. Many of these circularly permutated GTPases consist of an RNA binding domain and several bacterial and yeast cGTPase-like motifs and possess the ability to interact with ribosomal components in a nucleotide dependent manner. 37 Of the several studied members in the YawG GTPase family, including yeast and bacterial cGTPases Nug1, Nog2p and Lsg1, all have been linked to the processes in ribosomal assembly. [38] [39] [40] Nucleolar GTPase Nog2 in yeast localized to the nucleolus and nucleoplasm has been shown to be essential for the late step of 27S RNA processing and export of the pre-60S ribosomal complex out from the nucleus. 39 Nug1, a yeast orthologue of human NS, can bind to RNA through p53-MDM2 regulation loop, 31 identification of the MDM2-binding activity of NS provides the possibility for this nucleolar protein to modulate p53 activity in a similar manner. Indeed, ectopic and endogenous NS through its coiled-coiled domain directly bound to the acidic domain of MDM2, 23 similar to the cases of ARF and RPs. [2] [3] [4] [12] [13] [14] [32] [33] [34] Overexpression of NS inhibited MDM2-mediated ubiquitylation of p53 and led to its activation, consequently inducing p53-dependent cell cycle arrest. 23 These results demonstrate that NS could serve as a suppressor of MDM2 when overexpressed.
Then, how could the nucleolar NS interact with nucleoplasmic MDM2? Previous studies suggested that NS localization to the nucleolus is determined by the its GTP binding activity. Mutation of the conserved residues in the G1 GTP binding domain of NS caused this protein redistributed to the nucleoplasm. 35 Interestingly, this mutant NS bound to MDM2 better than did the wild type NS, suggesting that NS might interact with MDM2 within the nucleoplasm. Consistent with this result is the evidence showing that MDM2 does not co-localize with NS in the nucleolus. 23 Unlike endogenous NS, which is primarily localized to the nucleolus under a physiological condition, excess NS proteins after overexpressed were often dispersed into the nucleoplasm and thus able to find and bind to MDM2 in the nucleoplasm. 23 In such a way, overexpressed NS can activate p53 by binding to MDM2 and attenuating its activity toward p53 in the nucleoplasm.
However, knocking down endogenous NS using siRNA also induced cell cycle arrest through p53. 23, 24 Although this observation seems controversial to the aforementioned p53 activation by excess NS molecules, it is not unreasonable that reduction of endogenous NS levels might cause some stress. As detailed in the following sections, NS was recently found to be a component of the nucleolar protein complex critical for rRNA processing. 36 Depletion of NS levels would retard the rRNA processing and subsequently reduce the yield of mature rRNAs for ribosome assembly, causing ribosomal stress. As a result, extra free, unassembled or ribosome-free RPs would be left consequently activates p53. [20] [21] [22] Clearly, the relationship between p53 and MDM2 holds a crucial role in regulating the cellular response to ribosomal stress. The crosstalk between the ribosomal biogenesis and the p53 signaling pathway reveals an important surveillance mechanism to halt cell growth or induce cell death when cells are growing under poor or abnormal ribosome synthesis conditions. 1 Now, joining this intrinsic surveillance is a new player called nucleostemin (NS) from the nucleolar compartment of the cell.
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Essentiality of Balanced NS Levels for Cell Proliferation
NS is a nucleolar GTPase initially identified in the nucleolus of rat neural stem cells, 24 and subsequently found upregulated in various types of proliferating stem cells and cancer cells. [24] [25] [26] [27] Knockout studies demonstrate that NS is essential for cell proliferation and embryogenesis. 28, 29 During stem cell differentiation both in vivo and in vitro, NS levels were rapidly reduced prior to exiting the cell cycle, suggesting the expression of NS is associated with the proliferation potential of cells. Consistent with this conjecture, siRNA knockdown of NS also reduced cellular proliferation and triggered cell cycle arrest. However, surprisingly the cell cycle was also arrested when NS was overexpressed in cultured cells. In both of the cases, p53 was identified to play a key role as detailed below. 23, 24, 30 Hence, maintaining a fine balance of NS levels is essential for cellular homeostasis, and when NS levels become imbalanced, p53 can be activated to halt cell growth and proliferation. 23 
The Role of NS in p53 Response to Ribosomal Stress
It is surprising to learn that either high or low levels of NS can induce cell cycle arrest via p53 activation. 23, 24 How would this happen? Although it was previously reported that NS could directly interact with p53, 24 the functional meaning of this interaction had been obscure until the binding of NS to the p53 repressor, MDM2, was revealed later on. 23 Since several stress signaling pathways lead to p53 activation by interfering with the are completely unknown. Recent studies by determining which nuclear compartment NS resides in suggest that NS can be regulated by fluctuation in the intracellular levels of GTP. 45 It was demonstrated that while the N-terminal basic domain of NS is sufficient to direct NS to its predominant localization to the nucleolus, the intrinsic GTPase activity of NS is also necessary for NS retention in the nucleolus. Point mutations in or deletions of the GTP binding motifs disrupt nucleolar localization and re-distribute NS to the nucleoplasm. 35 Furthermore, depleting intracellular GTP pools by inhibiting the rate-limiting enzyme for de nova guanine nucleotide synthesis, inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase, results in a reduction of NS protein levels independently of transcription of mRNA 45 (our unpublished observations). Thus, the re-localization of NS in response to fluctuation in GTP levels may serve as a critical factor for regulating NS activity through posttranslational modifications or NS stability by dictating NS protein interaction in the nucleolar or nucleoplasmic compartment (Fig. 1) .
Indeed, our recent study showed that the nucleoplasmic form of NS with mutations in its GTP binding domain can bind to the acidic domain of MDM2 and inhibit its activity toward p53 degradation more efficiently than that of endogenous or wild type NS. 23 The binding of NS to the E3 ubiquitin ligase MDM2 raises the question of whether NS itself can be a potential substrate for this E3 ligase. Despite the well-characterized role of MDM2 in mediating ubiquitin dependent proteasomal degradation of p53, [15] [16] [17] other substrates for the MDM2 E3 ligase have been identified as well, such as Tip60, 46 glucorticoid receptor, 47 beta 2-adrenergic recptor, 48 and MDMX. 49 These findings indicate the versatile role of MDM2 as an E3 ligase. Intriguingly, a recent study suggested a potential role of MDM2 in regulating the levels of NS. 45 Overexpression of MDM2 in cell culture reduced both exogenous and endogenous levels of NS. Moreover, knockdown of MDM2 with siRNA or inhibition of MDM2 with the drug Nutlin-3 was able to partially rescue GTP induced depletion of NS. Also, treatment of cell with a suggesting a possible role of NS in pre-RNA processing as well. Indeed, when NS was knockdown with siRNA, global protein and rRNA synthesis was reduced as measured by metabolic labeling of rRNA and protein levels. Also, NS might play a role in retention of some rRNA processing factors in the nucleolus or serve as a scaffold or chaperone for ribosomal subunits and pre-RNA processing proteins during ribosomal biogenesis, as depletion of NS by siRNA caused relocation of DDX21 and EBP2 from the nucleolus to the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. 36 However, it still remains unclear how exactly NS facilitates this process. One possibility is that NS functions as a chaperone utilizing its GTP binding activity to shuttle RPs from the nucleoplasm into the nucleolus and to facilitate the proper assembly or arrangement of RPs with rRNA to form ribosome subunits. Alternatively, the NS GTP hydrolysis activity may provide energy for the conformation or structural modifications required for the formation of stable protein-protein or protein-RNA interactions in the 700 kda large complex. In the future, it would be interesting to determine whether and how the ablation of the GTP binding activity of NS would influence the rate of ribosome and protein synthesis as well as its ability to retain or interact with pre-RNA processing and RPs in the nucleolus. While the newly discovered p53-independent function of NS helps clarify the role of NS in regulating cellular proliferation and cell cycle progression through association with ribosome biogenesis, further studies will be needed to address the remaining questions concerning the detailed mechanism(s) NS utilizes in facilitating pre-RNA processing and ribosome assembly and how its GTP hydrolysis activity may fit in the big picture. In addition, unraveling the regulation of NS would also shed light on the mechanism(s) underlying its nucleolar role in ribosomal biogenesis.
Regulation of NS.
Although it has been demonstrated that the aberrant levels of NS due to depletion or overexpression result in cell cycle arrest through p53, 23, 24, 30 physiological signals and mechanisms underlying the fine balance of NS to maintain cellular homeostasis or to regulate stem cell differentiation its N-terminal basic domain and associate with pre-60S ribosomal particles to facilitate the assembly of the 60S ribosomal subunit. Knockdown of Nug1 caused a significant reduction of the large ribosome unit as well as reduced proliferation. 38 These studies suggest that GTPases with their dynamic shuttling ability may function as a molecular chaperone or scaffold to shuttle ribosome subunits and factors, thus facilitating the process of ribosome assembly. However despite the structural and sequence similarity between Nug1 and NS, there are still distinct differences between the yeast and human nucleolar GTPases. The N-terminal basic domain of Nug1 primarily determines the nucleolar localization of Nug1. Deletion of the middle domain containing the 2 GTP binding motifs Nug1 had little influence on the nucleolar localization in yeast, whereas the disruption of GTP binding motifs in human NS triggers relocation of this protein from the nucleolus to the nucleoplasm. Furthermore, expression of NS in yeast was unable to rescue the defects of the nug1 deletion strain in yeast proliferation, 38 suggesting while the two proteins share high sequence homology, their functions may have diverged. The GTPase binding activity of NS may play a more complicated role in mammalians than would that of Nug1 in yeast. Hence, it is necessary to further explore the function(s) of NS in ribosomal biogenesis.
A recent study began to offer some clues as to the role of NS in ribosomal biogenesis by employing biochemical approaches. In this study, 36 NS was copurified with a large complex of ~700 kda consisting of several ribosomal proteins, including RPS6, RPS8, RPS24, RPL13 and RPL14, pre-RNA processing proteins, including Pes1, DDX21 and EBP2, and a translation initiation factor EIF2B1α. Pes1, DDX21 and EBP2 have been implicated in the late steps of pre-RNA processing. DDX21 functions as RNA helicase and is involved in the processing of 20S pre-RNA into 18S rRNA in Xenopus 41 and in the production of 28S and 18S rRNA in human. 42 Pes1 is involved in the processing of 36S, 32S and 12S pre-RNA, 43 while yeast EBP2 is involved the processing of 27SA to 27SB pre-RNA, 44 release of RPs and other nucleolar proteins, such as NS, into the nucleoplasm, activating p53. 45 However, it remains to be investigated whether the release of NS into the nucleoplasm itself serves as a signal or sensor of the nucleolar stress or is just a destination for its degradation. A large scale of screening stress signals or reagents that might cause fluctuation of NS would be conducive to clarification of the role of NS as a possible sensor or indicator of the nucleolar or ribosomal stress that leads to p53 activation and consequently attenuates the cell cycle.
Potential dual roles of NS in tumorigenesis. Timely and proper production of ribosome subunits is critical to cell growth and proliferation, whereas aberrant ribosomal biogenesis could compromise both quality and quantity of protein production, leading to ribosomal stress and retarding cell growth and embryo development. Clearly, NS plays an essential role in warranting normal ribosomal biogenesis as discussed above. Further supporting this notion is a recent study showing that depletion of NS1, a Drosophila orthologue of human NS, markedly reduces pre-RNA processing, ribosome biogenesis and protein synthesis, leading to lethality in the majority of Drosophila progeny. 52 However, among the few flies that survived to adulthood, the majority of them exhibited variable abnormal morphological growth patterns, such as malpositioned antennal growth, missing bristles, missing ocelli and even malignant tumor growth. 52 These phenotypes not only emphasize the importance of NS in cell growth and animal development, but also suggest that NS might play a tumor suppression role. The latter is in line with the ability of NS to activate p53 via suppression of MDM2 function as discussed above. 23 Even though Drosophila does not have MDM2, NS might turn on fly p53 by counteracting a p53 suppressor in response to the nucleolar stress that is possibly caused by knockdown of GTPBP4, a newly indentified nucleolar protein that interacts with p53 in the fly. 53 Because of the essential function of NS in rRNA processing and ribosome assembly, which are essential for cell proliferation, 36 this nucleolar protein must be critical for tumor cell growth and proliferation. From stress leading to compromised conditions for ribosome assembly often leads to nucleolar stress and the consequent release of nucleolar and ribosomal proteins into the nucleoplasm. While it has been established that the release of free forms of RPs into the nucleoplasm can lead to the inhibition of MDM2 and activation of p53, 1 the mechanism for the release of these RPs remains unknown. Given that GTPases from the YawG family are highly involved in the export and import of ribosome subunits and in the process of ribosome assembly, 37, 39, 40 it is likely that NS may play a role in mediating ribosomal stress leading to activation of p53. As discussed above, GTP depletion can reduce NS levels as well as an overall decrease in protein and ribosome synthesis, releasing unassembled RPs to the nucleoplasm to inhibit MDM2 activity and thus induce p53 activation. 10, 23, 45 Is it possible that reduction of NS levels might serve as a trigger for the release of RPs from the nucleolus to the nucleoplasm if NS plays a role in retaining RPs in the nucleolus for ribosome assembly. Addressing this question would help us better understand why depletion of GTP by MPA induces the interaction of RPL11 and RPL5 with MDM2. 10 Also, it is unclear whether other stress signals may influence the stability of NS and thus trigger ribosomal stress. For instance, treatment of cells with either an RNA pol I inhibitor Actinomycin D or Doxorubicin induces nucleolar stress and causes the proteasome inhibitor MG132 was able to rescue GTP depletion-induced reduction of NS protein levels, suggesting that NS is indeed degraded by the proteasome. 45 However, there is no direct evidence demonstrating the MDM2 can polyubiquitylate NS. Furthermore, the partial rescue of NS reduction due to depletion of GTP by knocking down MDM2 suggests that there might exist another crucial regulator of NS stability in cells. It is also possible that the influence of MDM2 on NS stability may occur through a mechanism independent of its E3 ligase activity. While the majority of protein degradation occurs through an ubiquitin-dependent mechanism, a subset of proteins has been shown to be degraded by the proteasome in an ubiquitin-independent fashion. For example, p21, a highly unstable protein that regulates the cell cycle progression, can be degraded by MDM2 independently of ubiquitylation and the status of E1. 50, 51 Thus, how NS stability and activity are regulated in response to GTP depletion or other pathological or physiological signals remains to be an outstanding question for future studies. Elucidation of this mechanism would certainly offer some hints for our better understanding the physiological role of NS in the nucleolus and in cell proliferation.
NS as a possible sensor of nucleolar stress. The process of ribosomal biogenesis is highly coordinated with cell growth and proliferation. Cellular and environmental therapeutic strategies against all types of human cancers.
In addition to the potential of using NS as an anti-cancer target, the identification of NS as a crucial player in pre-RNA processing and ribosomal biogenesis also provides much insight into the physiological role of NS. 36 However, this also raises more questions regarding the upstream signaling pathways regulating NS and how NS modulates rRNA processing and ribosome assembly exactly. For instance, how does NS GTPase activity regulate NS protein levels or activity in pre-RNA processing and ribosomal biogenesis? What are other proteins that might be involved in mediating this regulation? Addressing these questions by more systematically studying the role and upstream regulators of NS in ribosomal biogenesis at molecular and biochemical levels would not only shed light on our fully understanding this mysterious biogenesis process in the tiny nucleolar structure, but also uncover more potential protein molecules for developing anti-cancer drugs in the future. this aspect, NS may play an oncogenic role in favoring cell transformation and neoplasia. This is probably why some human cancers harbor high levels of NS 25, 54, 55 (our own unpublished data). Hence, NS could have a dual role in tumorigenesis probably depending upon microenvironments within a cell or specific genetic and epigenetic circumstances. Although there has not yet been any mutation identified in the mammalian ns gene, it would not be surprising if there might exist cancerassociated mutations or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that could change the amino acids within the domain of NS critical for MDM2 binding, consequently surrendering its ability to activate the p53 pathway. Thus, it would be interesting to screen genetic mutations or SNPs of NS, which are associated with cancer pathogenesis.
Ending marks. In summary, it is clear that the balance of NS levels is critical for the maintenance of cellular homeostasis. NS plays a dual role in ribosomal biogenesis and the p53 response when this essential process in the nucleolus is disturbed. This unique characteristic of NS makes this nucleolar protein as an attractive molecular target for developing anti-cancer therapy. Reducing NS level or inhibiting its activity would cause ribosomal stress that can initiate the activation of p53, 23 leading to cell growth arrest and apoptosis. Hence, targeting NS would offer a way for eradicating growing cancer cells that harbor wild type p53 by not only activating the tumor suppression function of p53, but also cutting off the ribosome supplies for protein production necessary for active growing cancer cells. Also, NS is often found in malignant cancer cells 25, 54, 56 and overexpression of NS in cancer cells is associated with increased cellular proliferation and possibly tumorigenic potential through its role in pre-RNA processing and ribosomal biogenesis. 36 Therefore, even though for many of those cancer cells at their late stage often with mutated or lost p53, targeting NS or repressing its activity can attenuate ribosomal biogenesis and consequently prevent the growth of cancer cells. 23 Regardless of the status of p53, inhibition of NS function could offer another good opportunity for developing
